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Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay may be the children of terrible villains, but they're fitting in amazingly well

on Auradon. Well, at least most of them are. For Mal, the pressure to be royally perfect is too

intense, so she returns to her rotten roots on the Isle of the Lost. But Mal soon finds that her

archenemy, Uma, the daughter of Ursula, has taken her spot as self-proclaimed Princess of Evil.

Even worse, Uma has a plan to destroy Auradon - and a gnarly gang of pirates to back her up! It's a

classic battle between wicked and evil...and these kids are made for trouble.
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I loved it.It was classic Disney, with a touch of edge.We get everything we all wanted in the first

one.There's more Lonnie. We all loved her before because of how kind she was; but, now, we get to

see leave the stands and join the fighting.Jay almost made me cry. He sacrificed a LOT to be both

kind and respectable.Carlos continues to be sweet and loving, but he is gradually becoming bolder.

He takes chances, stands up for himself, and he even stands up to Mal-insisting that she share her

burden with the group.We see more of Mal & Ben. The "maybe I can teach you" moment comes

back in a big way. Also, Mal learns that redemption isn't earned and that it doesn't mean

perfection.Evie continues to be a wonderful friend, encouraging and inspiring many.All in all, it fits

nicely with first story. We get to see our favorite characters grow into themselves a bit more.(Oh!

And we finally get the kiss that we've been expecting since the first movie.)

Amazing book, I loved reading it to my kids, can't wait for the movie!!Descendants 1 was good and



set us up for this sequel, which may be better than the first!! I bought 10 books to give out as gifts to

my friends kids - great summer read. I also got it in the audiobook, which we can listen to as a

family as we travel this summer. Nice uplifting story line, well written!!

I luv descendants. i just do. i really liked the fist movie and want to watch the second one badly. my

favorite character is mal but i like them all.ill tell you about each of the characters.-Evie-evil queens

daughter.loves fashion.really sweet.evie decided that instead of staying on the isle and becoming

evil like her mom then she wanted to be happy and be good and make friends and make clothes in

aurodon srry if i spelled that wrong.-Mal-maleficints daughter -king bens girlfriend-like evie mal

decided to be good and stay. mal likes art and scetching and plotting evil. (only for a reason) . i like

how mal comes across tough but really you can see she is soft and still cares and is really pretty

sweet.-Jay- jafars son. really good at tourney. fast. tough. likes attention.-Carlos-carlos is cruella de

vills son and is like a little less bold then the rest of the gang but still is cool. nice.well i hope this

helps i love descendants and i think all these books are great.

Thx!!!!!#DESCENDANTS4EVER!!!!!!!!!

Dove was right. If the movie follows the book as closely as the first movie/book did, "Two" will blow

"One" out of the water.

My daughter waited for so long for this to come out! She is a third grader and told me the book was

"amazing!"

EXACTLY AS DESCRIBED - SWIFT DELIVERY - AWESOME

My girl just love it !

I love this book I couldn't stop reading it was amazing read it in 1 day.read it.i recommend it read it
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